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Abstract—In this paper, we address the potential of centralised
network monitoring based on Software-Defined Networking with
OpenFlow. Due to the vulnerability of the flow table, which can
store only a limited number of entries, we discuss and show the
implications for a DoS attack on a testbed consisting of OpenFlow
enabled network devices. Such an attack can be detected by
analysing variations in the logical topology, using techniques from
information theory that can run as a network service on the
network controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the recent concept of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and OpenFlow, the functionality of network devices is
increasingly based on software that is located on a network
controller. The need for protection of the network controller
against attacks from within or outside a network is obvious,
due to its important role in the network. However, the network
devices in OpenFlow can also be targeted by attackers, and so
require a protection strategy in order to avoid disturbances
in packet forwarding. There exist several vulnerabilities of
the flow installation procedure in OpenFlow. We were further
interested in analysing the implication of an attack that is
targeted against the flow table of a switch, which can store
only a limited number of flow entries, and can therefore be
targeted by an adversary in order to create a table overflow.
Such an attack is known in traditional networks as a MAC
flooding attack, where a compromised switch falls back to
operating as a hub and so allows the attacker to sniff the
complete traffic on each interface. While this kind of attack
is also possible in OpenFlow-based networks, a Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attack can also lead to a table overflow on the
switches. We further investigated the implications of such an
attack in the network, based on a realistic OpenFlow testbed
consisting of commodity hardware.
The second part of this paper demonstrates a centralised
monitoring application that uses variations in the logical
topology of the network to detect DoS attacks. To determine
such traffic variations, we describe the current network state
as a probability distribution. To detect the differences of the
network state over time, we used different information theory
distances that can be considered as an anomaly score in
our application scenario. The distances can be classified with
control charts in order to raise an alarm in case of an attack.
Our monitoring application can run on the network controller
and can be realised with only limited overhead. After an attack

has been identified, each network device can be configured to
block packets that belong to the attack in a similar manner to
a network firewall.
This paper is structured as follows: Related work is presented
in section II. The testbed and experimental setup is described
in section III. The implications of a DoS attack for an
OpenFlow based network are discussed in section IV. We then
explain the concept of centralised network monitoring in order
to detect variations in the logical topology in section V. We
evaluated our approach with experiments based on a realistic
testbed which are presented in section VI. We conclude our
work in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The architecture of SDN allows the implementation of
new security concepts, which were not possible in non-SDN
networks. The work of [1] addresses OpenFlow anomaly
detection, and argues that it should be moved from the core to
the home network (close to the user) in order to obtain better
detection results. The authors adapt four existing algorithms
for use with OpenFlow, including the detection of scanning
infections on hosts [2], rate-limiting in the face of infection
[3], anomaly detection using maximum entropy [4] and an
anomalous value detector [5]. Since the processing load is
distributed to the home users, this approach reduces processing
requirements at the Internet Service Provider (ISP) and reduces
costs. In addition, the deployment of detection algorithms on
the network controller does not influence the performance of
packet forwarding on the data plane.
NetFuse [6] is intended to detect and mitigate traffic overload-
ing, which can occur for a variety of reasons, for instance
due to a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack or as
a result of a scheduled backup. In order to detect such
sudden traffic surges, NetFuse is installed as an additional
layer between the network devices and network controller
to process OpenFlow control messages (e.g. PacketIn,
FlowMod, FlowRemoved). In order to detect traffic over-
loading, a multi-dimensional flow aggregation algorithm is
used to identify suspicious flows. These are further managed
by an adaptive control mechanism, which modifies the control
rules on the switches to better handle the traffic overload.
Based on the OpenFlow control messages Packet-in and
FlowRemoved, FlowSense [7] computes link utilisation by
means of an application that runs on top of the network
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controller. This simplifies deployment compared to approaches
that require an additional layer (e.g. NetFuse [6]). Since
the measurement is only updated after the receipt of a
FlowRemoved message, a flow rule that contains wildcarded
fields in combination with a long expiration time leads to
a delayed result. For proactive flow installation policies, a
Packet-in message might never occur, meaning that active
polling would be required to detect the condition. The main
application scenario is therefore to analyse microflows with a
short flow expiration time.
The installation of additional flow entries for monitoring
purposes is addressed in [8]. This scheme is possible because
the OpenFlow specification supports multiple stages of flow
entries. The network controller can read the respective counters
periodically, and can detect heavy hitters1 through a hierarchi-
cal heavy hitters algorithm. The strength of this approach lies
in its use of commodity hardware and its low switch overhead.
The detection of DDoS attacks based on the analysis of
flow statistics by neural networks is considered in [9]. The
approach was implemented on the NOX controller platform
and comprises the following steps. Firstly, the flow statistics
from one or multiple switches are extracted at certain time
intervals by the flow collector. In a second step, the feature
extractor extracts and identifies the relevant traffic features
that indicate a DDoS attack. For instance, the growth rate of
single flows in one direction is an indicator of the beginning of
such an attack. Based on unsupervised learning that leverages
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), the network traffic is classified
as normal or abnormal (i.e. attack). The number of switches
involved in monitoring can be adapted to new topologies, but
an increased number of switches creates additional overhead
due to the increased number of control messages.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to validate our approach in a realistic scenario,
we used a testbed in our lab consisting of 8 TP-LINK TL-
WR1043ND v1.8 wireless routers with the topology shown
in Figure 1. This commodity hardware was updated with new
Pantou2 firmware. This modified firmware supports OpenFlow
and OpenWrt3, which is a common Linux-based operating
system allowing embedded devices to route network traffic.
It incorporates version 1.0 of OpenFlow, and version 10.03.1
(Backfire) of OpenWrt. The network controller, POX, ran on
a Intel i5 PC (2.50 GHz x 4 cores) with 8 GB of RAM and an
Ubuntu 12.04 64-bit OS. Two additional hosts with an Ubuntu
12.04 64-bit OS were used to demonstrate different attack
and fault scenarios in the network. All network components
supported gigabit Ethernet. The following experiments are
based on the controller program l2_learning.py4, which
provides layer 2 switching capabilities to the network. It

1Also referred to as elephant flows: These are flows that are responsible
for the largest number of bytes per second compared to the remaining flows.

2http://www.openflow.org/wk/index.php/Pantou : OpenFlow 1.0 for -
OpenWRT

3https://openwrt.org/
4https://github.com/noxrepo/pox/blob/betta/pox/forwarding/l2 learning.py
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Fig. 1. Testbed topology of a LAN consisting of two hosts and OpenFlow
supported switches (1-8), which are controlled by a single network controller
(POX).

enables the controller to build a layer 2 table, which maps the
source MAC address to the switch port. If the destination MAC
address of an incoming frame is unknown and not included
in the table, the switch floods it out to all ports. If the switch
port corresponding to the respective MAC address could be
determined by the reply, a flow entry is installed on the switch
to forward subsequent frames without involving the network
controller.

IV. MONITORING OF FLOW TABLES

The flow installation procedure is one of the most important
tasks of the network controller, where the OpenFlow protocol
is used in order to update the flow tables on the network
devices. In the following section we address the vulnerabilities
of the flow table in OpenFlow that can be exploited by a
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack, and discuss in section V the
detection of such attacks based on variations in the logical
topology.

A. Vulnerabilities of the Flow Table

There exist several vulnerabilities of flow tables, which are
located on the switches in an OpenFlow-based network. In the
first scenario, a DoS attack that is targeted at a particular host
in the network can result in a table overflow when the attacker
is using IP address spoofing, a technique where the attacker’s
source IP is chosen randomly in order to avoid traceability.
If the flow installation policy is based on microflows, each
spoofed IP address results in an new flow entry and thus can
create a table overflow.
There is also a scenario where an adversary directly targets
the switch in order to create a table overflow. A typical attack
against a switch in non-SDN is the MAC flooding attack.
Each switch contains a table with a limited number of entries
that is used to map the binding of a MAC address to the
corresponding input port. An attacker who sends packets with
a spoofed source MAC address can fill the flow table with
useless entries, which makes the switch enter fail-safe mode.
The switch then operates simply as a hub and floods incoming
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packets out to all network ports. This is exploited by the
attacker, who can sniff all the traffic that is forwarded by
the switch. The same kind of attack can also be targeted
against an OpenFlow-based network device. In contrast to non-
SDN, this impacts both the network controller and the network
devices. For each incoming packet that cannot be matched to
an existing flow entry, a Packet-in message is sent to the
network controller. This increases the traffic on the control
channel, which can lead to reduced controller performance.
For the network devices, all related packets from the attack
must be buffered until the network controller responds with
a FlowMod message in order to install a flow entry. If the
maximum input buffer space is reached, this can lead to
dropped packets, which should be avoided. The implications
of such an attack on the network devices also depends on the
implementation of the flow tables that are used for SDN with
OpenFlow.

B. Types of Memory

We can categorise flow tables according to the type of
memory that is used to store flow entries. The most common
types of memory used in network devices are Binary Content
Addressable Memory (BCAM) and Ternary Content Address-
able Memory (TCAM):

a) BCAM: This kind of memory is used to store fine-
grained flow entries, where all match fields contain a specific
value and only an exact match (0 or 1) is possible. For
instance, this type of memory is used to store the binding
between MAC address and port number in non-SDN switches.
Since this type of memory is cheaper, the maximum number
of flow entries supported on a switch is much higher when
compared to TCAM. For instance, a NEC Univerge PF58205

switch with native OpenFlow support can store more than
80,0000 layer 2 flows (BCAM), but only 750 flows when using
the 12-tuple OpenFlow match fields (TCAM).

b) TCAM: This type of memory is used to store
macroflows, which can contain wildcarded match fields.
The rationale is that such memory must determine which of
several flow entries matches an incoming packet most closely.
Following the match process, the flow entry with the highest
priority is chosen and the corresponding action is applied to
the packet. Due to the fact that the memory architecture of
a TCAM is more complex, power consumption is increased
compared to a BCAM. Since TCAM is a rather expensive
type of memory, current switches can store only on the order
of a thousand flow entries.
Based on our testbed, we can determine the number and
type of flow tables by connecting to the network devices
(TP-LINK). The first table, 0: hash2, is used to store
up to 32,768 fine-grained flow entries, while the table 1:
linear uses a memory structure similar to TCAM and
allows up to 100 wildcarded flow entries. Particularly for
table 1, the maximum number of flow entries can be reached
in a very short time if the flow installation policies require the

5http://www.necam.com/sdn/doc.cfm?t=PFlowPF5820Switch

installation of macroflows, as these need wildcarded fields.
In case that a flow table reaches the maximum number of
entries, additional flow installation attempts are blocked by
the network device with the following error message:

[00-23-20-6a-9d-56 13] Error:

type: OFPET_FLOW_MOD_FAILED (3)

00-23-20-6a-9d-56 13] Error:

code: OFPFMFC_ALL_TABLES_FULL (0)

Since table flooding is a major threat to an OpenFlow
network, an attacker can exploit this vulnerability by using
a DoS attack. There is a wide spectrum of DoS attack types
targeted at particular goals, for instance to consume resources
or to alter a configuration. Different attacks focus on different
attack targets (e.g. application layer or operating system) and
the weaknesses that they exploit. Since our goal is to fill the
flow table to the maximum, we concentrate on attacks that aim
to create new flow entries. Apart from the implications for the
victim host, we further analyse the impact for the network
controller and network devices involved.

C. Experiment: Flow Table on First Node

For our experiment, we used the network topology of Figure
1 with host A as the attacker and host B as the victim machine.
Both were able to communicate with each other over link
L1 and the network devices 5-6-2-3-4. In order to simulate
background traffic in the network, host A could access the
internet over host B and generate web traffic using Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests. In order to accomplish
the DoS attack, we wrote a Python script that sent packets
with randomly-assigned destination ports (0-65535) over User
Datagram Protocol (UDP). This forced the controller to install
a separate flow entry for each destination port, and resulted in
a large number of flow entries and Packet-in messages.
An important parameter of a flooding attack is the packet
size. Whereas smaller packets aim to suspend services on the
destination machine, a larger packet size is used to exhaust the
available bandwidth. For our testbed we determined that host
A could send approximately 143,000 packets per second for
a payload size of 40 bytes (82 bytes per frame), and 100,000
packets per second for a payload size of 1,024 bytes (1,066
bytes per frame).
Because the delay between sent packets should be minimised
in order to increase the impact on the target machine, we
observed that the number of installed flow entries on the net-
work devices depended on the delay that was added between
a sequence of sent packets. In order to determine this relation
between the number of installed flow entries and packet delay,
we ran an experiment to measure the number of flow entries on
switch 5, since it was the closest to the attacker. We performed
seven attacks, each with 10,000 packets, adding delays of 0,
1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ms between the sent packets in attacks
one to seven respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the number of
installed flow entries on a switch reaches a maximum when
a delay of 1 ms is added between successive packets (see
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Fig. 2. Number of flow entries (active flows) during UDP flooding attacks
each with 10,000 packets and 40/1024 byte payloads. The delay between send
packets for each attack sequence varies between 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 ms.

monitoring time = 210). The explanation is that, when there
was no delay, the overloaded network device was not able to
handle the large number of unmatched packets, and was able
only to install a few flow entries (see monitoring time = 110).
In addition, a larger packet size of 1,024 bytes further reduced
the number of flow entries when compared to a smaller packet
size of 40 bytes. This is because the input buffer of the switch
has only a limited storage capacity, determined by the number
of packets multiplied by the payload. In order to increase the
number of send packets, a second host that was connected to
switch 5 performed a similar attack. We observed that in this
case, the maximum number of installed flow entries did not
increase and was similar to the case with one attacker.

D. Experiment: Flow Table of All Switches

Based on our previous observations, we chose a packet delay
of 1 ms for the following experiments in order to set the
number of installed flow entries to the maximum. We executed
20 attacks, each with 10,000, 50,000, and 200,000 packets and
varying payload. The durations for each of the attacks were
12 s, 58 s, and 233 s respectively. The maximum number
of flow entries is shown in Figure 3, and varies around a
value of 8,000, independent of the duration of the attack. We
increased the impact of the attack by connecting a second
attacker simultaneously performing the same flooding attack
as host A to switch 5. This did not increase the maximum
number of flow entries and kept varying around 8,000 active
flow entries. We believe that the bottleneck is the limited size
of the input buffer. After its capacity is filled with buffered
packets that cannot be forwarded due to a missing reply from
the network controller, the network devices drop additional
packets and thus avoid the installation of additional flow
entries. We observed that, during the attack, the CPU load of
the switches was increased but did not reach 100 %. A manual
inspection of active flows on all involved switches showed that
switch 5 was suffering the most, while the switches 6-2-3-4
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Fig. 3. Number of flow entries (active flows) for 20 UDP flooding attacks
with varying number of packets and payload.

were less affected by the attack. This is shown in Figure 3
for the number of active flows, which is approximately 8,000
entries for switch 5 and 6,000 entries for switches 6-2-3-4
in case for a packet size of 40 bytes and attack duration of
50,000 and 200,000 packets. We assume that, because the
performance was heavily impacted on switch 5, some flows
never reached the next hop. Furthermore, we observed that the
attack with 200,000 packets made switch 5 crash and reboot
in some rare cases.

V. CENTRALISED NETWORK MONITORING

The extraction of flow properties on network devices (e.g.
NetFlow) can be leveraged to analyse network flows in order
to determine the root cause of faults and attacks. To do this,
different metrics can be calculated from network flows for
anomaly detection. Nevertheless, flow entries from a single
network device contain only limited information about anoma-
lous activities in a network.
By incorporating the information from all network devices,
variations in the logical topology can be detected, which can
be the result of:
• A DoS attack or network scan.
• A failure of a switch due to a hardware defect or attack.
• A fault in the load-balancing algorithm.
• An interruption of a link, which results in re-routing of

flows.
• A fault in the flow installation routine or policy.
In order to determine such variations in the topology of the

network, the number of installed flow entries (active flows)
provides an indicator of the current load distribution. We can
use the aforementioned FlowRemoved messages to retrieve
the current status of flow entries from all network devices for
monitoring purposes. The flow properties can be stored in a
database system, in order to allow network services to access
them.

A. Variations in the Topology

We can measure the variation in the underlying log-
ical topology by comparing two probability distributions
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P (1) = (p
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n ) from differ-

ent times, where n is the total number of switches. In order
to calculate the probabilities, let ati be the number of active
flows for a certain instant in time t on switch i.
We estimate the time-instant probability p(1)i and p(2)i , that a
new flow entry is installed on a particular switch, where t 6= t′,
as:
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(1)
i =

ati
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j=1

atj

and p
(2)
i =

at
′

i
n∑

j=1

at
′
j

(1)

In order to determine the difference between two network
states, we have used two different distance functions.

B. Distance Functions

The difference between two probability distributions
P = (p1, ..., pn), and Q = (q1, ..., qn) in information theory
can be measured using the the Hellinger distance or Kullback-
Leibler divergence; the latter is also known as relative entropy.

The Hellinger distance [10] is defined as:

H(P,Q) :=
1√
2

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
√
pi −

√
qi)2 (2)

The Kullback-Leibler divergence [11] is defined as:

K(P,Q) :=

n∑
i=1

pi · log2
pi
qi

(3)

We used both distance functions to compare two probability
distributions, which refer to the network states that are given
by the probability distributions P (1) and P (2). Specifically,
we track the distances between the probability distribution
function at successive instants in time. The rationale is, that
in the case of normal traffic and no anomalies, the distances
should be small. However, anomalies that lead to changes in
the logical topology are expected to increase the distance.

C. Classification with Control Charts

To automatically detect an attack using the computed dis-
tances, we used control charts [12], which are deployed in
statistical process control to determine if a process variable is
within certain limits. An example of a control chart is shown
in Figure 4. A human operator can observe the current and past
trend of the data and is notified if a control limit is exceeded,
as indicated by a red point. Both limits, the upper control
limit (UCL) and a lower control limit (LCL), are defined as
UCL = µ + kσ and LCL = µ − kσ. It allows the chart to
adapt its limits to a rise or fall of the process variable (i.e.
distance), where µ denotes the mean of the historical data,
and σ denotes the standard deviation of the past data. The
constant k is defined as a factor of the standard deviation σ,
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Fig. 4. Control chart with two detected data points enabling control rules
Rule 1 (any point above or below kσ) and Rule 2 (2 out of the last 3 points
above or below (k − 1)σ).
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Fig. 5. Hellinger distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence for a sequence
of attacks, each with 10,000 packets.

where k = 3 is an accepted standard in industry. Alternative
values of k can be chosen using the Lucas and Saccucci [13]
tables. We used a sliding window of fixed size to calculate the
the historical data.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Detection of DoS Attack

In order to detect the aforementioned DoS attack on the
network controller, we calculated distances for 20 attacks,
each with 10,000, 50,000, and 200,000 packets and varying
payload. Both the Hellinger distance and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence are shown in Figure 5. While the start and par-
ticularly the end of most attacks are indicated by peaks in
both distance measures, the Hellinger distance shows a greater
level of noise during non-attack periods. In addition, we can
observe that some attacks show a greater distance than others.
The reason for this is, that due to the background traffic that
was created during the experiments, some attacks resulted in
smaller variations in the traffic than others.

In order to determine the performance of the control charts
for classification, we can assign each classified data point as
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Fig. 6. Example of a control chart with no pre-processing, and a reduced
number of data points after using non-maxima Suppression, which shows a
single data point per attack period.

either a true positive (tp), true negative (tn), false positive
(fp) or a false negative (fn). Since the factor k influences
the classification results by altering the Upper Control Limit
(UCL) of the control chart, we used Precision and Recall,
two statistical measures that show the quality of a binary
classification test. The recall (R) and the precision (P) are
defined as:

R =
tp

tp + fn
and P =

tp

tp + fp
(4)

These measures can be plotted as Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves, which are graphical plots for
a classifier system in which the discrimination threshold is
varied. The x axis shows 1 − precision, and the y axis the
recall or sensitivity. In our case, the factor k is used for the
discrimination threshold and varies from 0.01, ..., 7.
As shown in Figure 6, the number of monitoring points cov-
ered by an attack period depends on the monitoring frequency.
Since the definition of recall and precision requires the number
of true positives and false negatives to be known, the number
of monitoring points within an attack period must be reduced
to a single data point. The rationale for this is that, otherwise,
monitoring points below the UCL within an attack period
are counted as false negatives. For instance, the left control
chart shown in Figure 6 would result in a recall rate of
approximately 33 %, even though the attack was detected by
exceeding the upper limit.
In order to reduce the number of monitoring points to a single
point per attack as shown in the right control chart of Figure
6, we processed the data with the following techniques:

1) Moving Average Filter: This filter is used to remove
noise and smooth the data points.

2) Non-Maxima Suppression: This technique determines
the local maxima of data points in a certain range, and
reduces the total number of distances. The range of data
points that are taken into account can be controlled by
a parameter, which defines the number on either side to
use in the comparison.

After applying steps 1 and 2, the reduced number of data
points is suitable for classification with control charts. As
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Fig. 7. ROC curves of the Kullback-Leibler distance for 20 attacks with
different number of packets.

shown in the ROC curves in Figure 7, the performance is quite
promising for the attacks with 10,000 and 50,000 packets, but
decreases for the attack with 200,000 packets. The rationale
for this is, that, for a longer attack duration, the number of
data points per attack is always greater than one and the second
and subsequent points are likely to be below the UCL, and so
classified as false negatives.

B. Detection of Link Failures

While sudden changes of the traffic load in a network may
indicate an attack, they can also be the result of a broken
communication link, which can fragment a network, making
one or several subnets no longer reachable. To mitigate such
errors, switches in the higher tiers of a network are usually
redundant and can redirect affected traffic over an alternative
link. Since loops within a switched network cannot be tolerated
because they can result in packets becoming stuck in the loop
forever, the spanning tree protocol (STP) [14] avoids this kind
of situation by preventing traffic from traversing duplicated
links.
As well as being informed about broken links, the network
operator must be notified when there is a burst of traffic or if
the routing paths have changed. While a traffic burst might be
caused by a scheduled backup of a database system, similar
behaviour would also be seen for an insider attack attempting
to download internal documents to a host. Based on the
centralised flow monitoring approach, we were able to detect
such variations by tracking the distance with control charts. In
order to force traffic re-routing in our experimental network,
we created a loop by adding a second link L2. Based on the
topology of Figure 1, we used the spanning_tree.py6

controller program to keep only one of links L1 or L2 active.
In order to allow packet switching on layer 2, the program uses
the l2_learning.py submodule. At the outset, both links
L1 and L2 were physically connected in the topology and
host A was connected to the internet over host B. Following
the disabling of L1 or L2 to simulate a link failure, the
spanning tree algorithm activated the alternative link to take
over the communication. Over a period of 30 minutes with
simulated background traffic, we simulated 10 link failures,
each resulting in a new spanning tree that enabled either
L1 or L2. The sudden deviations in the distribution of the
network traffic could be detected with our approach, which

6https://github.com/noxrepo/pox/blob/betta/pox/samples/spanning tree.py
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showed a greater distance both when a link went down and
after activating an alternative link. The results based on a
classification with control charts showed a high recall rate of
90 %, combined with a precision of 70 %.

C. Implications and Mitigation

As discussed in the previous section, protection against DoS
attacks in OpenFlow-based SDN is important since they can
affect such a network in several ways:
• Network performance is decreased due to the huge traffic

burst.
• Packet forwarding on network devices is limited due to

full flow tables.
• The performance of the network controller is de-

creased, because it has to cope with a large number of
Packet-in messages.

An ongoing DoS attack can be detected by tracking
the Kullback-Leibler divergence. In order to prevent DoS
attack-related traffic from entering the network, the flow
installation policy should adapt to such incidents. In order
reduce the number of Packet-in messages, wildcarded
flow entries should be installed in order to drop the traffic
at the switch closest to the attacker. The drawback of such
a rule is that all traffic, whether good or bad, targeted
to the victim host is blocked. For the DoS attack scenario
described in this paper, the following flow entry (pseudo code)
on switch 5 could be used to temporarily block all traffic
to the victim host until more specific rules can be put in place:

scr IP = "*" | dst IP = "IP address host B"

| action = "drop"

Nevertheless, this defence mechanism can be automatically
activated over a suitable network service on the network con-
troller without requiring the manual installation of a specific
firewall rule.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown in this paper the implications and detection
of DoS attack in Software-Defined Networking with Open-
Flow. In order to observe the behaviour of the network in
different scenarios, we have used a realistic testbed consisting
of commodity hardware that supports the OpenFlow protocol.
Due to the limited size of the flow tables, a DoS attack can lead
to a table overflow when the flow installation policy comprises
the installation of microflows. Since the switch needs to buffer
packets before the controller can react with a respective action,
the input buffer can only store a limited number of packets,
which can lead to lost packets during heavy traffic. Moreover,
the performance of the network controller is also decreased
due to the large number of requests. We could detect such a
DoS attack by measuring the variations in the logical topology
using techniques from information theory. By describing the
logical topology as probability distributions, we have shown
that variations can be determined by using different distance
functions. The distances can then be classified with control

charts, which provide an adaptive threshold in order to set the
control limits according to a rise or fall in the process data
values. We evaluated the quality of the classification process
by using ROC curves, which show promising results for both
the recall and precision in different scenarios.
For future work, we intend to investigate using a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to predict the hops that will be used
in order to establish a flow through the network.
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